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Go to the black protruberance and probe it: It shakes. The black gravel jumped up from there and 
hit me in the eye. Something spins around in the horisontal plane around the top of the 
protruberance, it forms a thin gray ring which reminds me of the orbit rings drawn for the planets 
around the sun. If we look from top to down, it rotates clockwise. 

Probe protruberance: It shakes with a tremor and a rumble. Yes, the yellow is at the bottom of the 
protruberance, I go to the yellow. Ouch, the gravel jumped up again and hit me in the eye! The 
yellow grabs my throat as a thick paste and then I cannot breathe. The black protruberance spits 
and hisses and spews out a red gushing, like if it were a meteorite. 

Target signal, what element: The blue ocean surface reaches to the horizon. 

I feel the man is happy. Who is the man: He laughs and he smiles and he is really amused and 
enchanted, his body also turns around clockwise if seen from up to down, a string is extended 
outward from his body and on the end of the string is a black element which he spins around. This 
outward pointing string feels like the same element as the ring that did the orbit. 

9:12 PM End RV. Haha, oh! First I laughed to see something so silly, but then I recognized the 
perfection, it is the black element with protruberances - AND WITH THE YELLOW AND RED STRIPES 
ON IT! Woohoo I did an A on something as silly as this! 

9:13 PM End session. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kit_shorts_timor1516h.png
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Kit_shorts_timor1516h.png

ELEMENTS

IE. Something black and interesting, it contains many upward protruding blunt bits, kind of like the 
shape that remains after snow or ice has melted naturally in nature, but is black. This is something 
that a person felt very surprised and enchanted to find or discover and see. Feels like made of iron. 
T. It moves by turning around its axis. Feels like mechanics and technology and industry or like a 
large black iron ship. 
P. The man slides across this. The black element has a tremor across it and it moves. It feels granular 
on the surface texture and is not smooth. Along its underside is yellow color and feels dripping wet. 
The protruberance shakes with a tremor. 



2. IE. Person who felt enchanted to discover the black structure. 
T. This person is feeling REALLY EXCITED! He raises his arms up and his mouth is wide open and he is 
like someone on a rollercoaster so excited and thrilled! He focuses on the protruberance from the 
black iron element and gets ready to grab it, it felt like someone about to grab a lever on a pinball 
machine in an arcade. Whohoo!, he feels like when I tap him gently on the shoulder. He is really 
excited, like a teenage boy with a cool toy. 

2. IE. The emotions of the person, enchanted, surprised, pleasant, to see and discover the black 
object. Focused on and pleased about the black iron element. 
T. He looks at the main element and chuckles lightly because he is pleased about it. 

IE. The person wraps one hand around one of the protruberances of the black element and his 
thumb points upward parallel to the upward pointing protruberance unless those two are the same. 
T. Now he puts the arms straight up! 

IE. Black gravel with sharp edges is on the ground, the gravel jumps up a short distance since it is 
loose and something made it jump up. 
T. We have to look up i.e. this is not an important element, says the target. 

SE. Yellow dripping wet along the underside of the length of the black element. 
T. Something rises upward, it is those black protruberances that show me they are of more 
importance than this yellow. 

SE. Ring or orbit rotates around the top of the protruberance. 
T. Ouch! I touched it and it singed with yellow heat! 
P. It spins around and rises up as the protruberance at the same time. 

SE. Blue ocean surface reaches to the horizon. 
T. Ouch, the water or no, the black element spins around itself around the vertical axis clockwise if 
seen from up to down. 

SE. Red that reaches toward the right from the protruberance in an irregular mass kind of shape. 
T. Gushes upward with a gushing sound. 

SAME AS

Upward thumb suspected same as upward protruberance of black element. 


